DIOGEN pro culture magazine presents, with many presentation of authors, interviews and essays, new associates of our magazine:

- **Petar Lazic, Belgrade, Serbia** with his regular column Stromata which in the first issue brings the essay: "SHORT SUMMARY OF DEVELOPMENT OF CULTURAL NEED FROM SAVAGERY AND UP TO GOOGLEY".

- **Isak Shema, Pristina, Kosovo** who writes about one of the most significant Albanian writer Faik Konica (presentation brought in Albanian, English and French language):

- On the web pages of our magazine, you can find the results of the Autumn haiku contest 2012. on the topic (Autumn mist/ fog and Migration of birds/ Migrating Birds). Within the competition participated 65 poets from 18 countries worldwide and the winners are:
  **Beate Conrad, Germany / USA** on the subject of bird migration / Migratory Birds and **John McDonald, Scotland** on Autumn mist/fog. Other rewarded with the presentation of their haiku, senryu, or waka Haiga Works can be found at: [http://diogen.weebly.com/best-autumn-haiku-2012.html](http://diogen.weebly.com/best-autumn-haiku-2012.html)

Jury for the choosing of the best art works were: Djurdja Vukelic-Rozic (Croatia) and Sabahudin Hadzialic (Bosnia and Herzegovina)

- Introducing a new column titled DIOGEN pro culture art film where we are bringing you an essay, written by our editor Sabahudin Hadzialic, about an art film A Blue Bird, directed by Sebastian Wesman from Estonia: [http://diogen.weebly.com/diogen-pro-culture-art-film.html](http://diogen.weebly.com/diogen-pro-culture-art-film.html)

All of the above will be published in our regular, third edition of our annual issue of DIOGEN pro culture magazine (No. 3), planned for spring 2013.

- We are announcing a new issue of the online and printed edition of DIOGEN pro art magazine (No. 26) for 1st October 2012.with the presentation of an academic painter, multimedia creator and conceptual artist - **STAN JAGODIČ**, Ljubljana, Slovenia.

Our editor was interviewed by the prestigious and one of the most widely read magazine of culture and poetry in Romania: POETRY, signed by writer Marius Chelaru-complete magazine in pdf. format can be downloaded here: [http://sabihadzi.weebly.com/poezia-magazine-for-poetry-and-culture-romania.html](http://sabihadzi.weebly.com/poezia-magazine-for-poetry-and-culture-romania.html)